Mikolajczyk Arrives in England Fuel and Famine
By RAF Plane; Crossed Soviet Help Is Backed
Zone of Reich to British Area by Vandenberg

Polish Leader Says Death Sentence Was Planned for Him
By the Associated Press
London—Mikolajczyk, the Polish leader who has been freed from Russian prison through the Russian Government's decision to make him available for talk, arrived in this country last night. After learning that the Moscow-appointed Polish Government was to be dissolved, Mikolajczyk arrived in England last night.

Polish Foreign Minister Zelinski, who had been imprisoned here with Mikolajczyk, arrived earlier today.

Russia Rejects U. S. Proposals On Palestine

Demands British End Mandate by Jan. 1, Withdraw by May 1
By the Associated Press

Moscow—Russia will not be bound by any agreement on Palestine, the Soviet Foreign Minister, Chicherin, said yesterday. He demanded the British mandate be canceled immediately in favor of an international trusteeship and would withdraw his nation's representatives from the mandate area unless it were dissolved by Jan. 1, 1947.

Russia's position was identical with that of the British Government, which has decided to maintain the mandate area.

Pohl, No. 2 SS Official, Gets Death Sentence; 14 Others Convicted

General, Ranked Next To Him, to Hang For War Crimes
By the Associated Press

Nuremberg—The trial of the second highest ranking German official, Gen. Karl Pohl, chief of the security police in Nazi Germany, began today. He is charged with crimes against humanity and war crimes.

Pohl, 49, was the chief of the Gestapo, the state security police, and was in charge of over 200,000 men. He is the second-ranking Nazi to be tried under the Nuremberg trials.

Official Foreign Policy Survey
Admits Peace Failure, Hits Reds

State Department Sees Great Powers' Lack Of Co-operation as Jeopardizing World

By Edward M. Brown

Washington—The State Department today released the first official foreign policy survey, which was prepared by the State Department's foreign policy survey commission.

The survey, which was prepared by the State Department's foreign policy survey commission, was released by the State Department today. It was prepared to provide a basis for a study of the foreign policy of the United States, including the policies of other countries.

Truman's Plan to Aid Few 'Trends' Expected

Europe, Curb Inflation In Off-Year Elections

Here Is Facing Battle In 8 States Tomorrow

By the Associated Press

Washington—Truman's plan to aid few 'trends' is expected to face a battle in 8 states tomorrow.

The survey, which was prepared by the State Department's foreign policy survey commission, was released by the State Department today. It was prepared to provide a basis for a study of the foreign policy of the United States, including the policies of other countries.
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